Individual- and Community-Level Influences on the Timing of Sexual Debut

TABLE 3. Odds ratios (and standard errors) from bivariate multilevel discrete-time
hazard models examining associations between selected characteristics and sexual
debut, by gender
Characteristic

Males

Females

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL
Time/duration
≤12 (ref)
13–14
15–16
17

1.00
0.35 (0.05)**
0.16 (0.10)**
0.13 (0.17)**

1.00
0.23 (0.07)**
0.09 (0.12)**
0.10 (0.24)**

Ethnicity
Luo (ref)
Kissii
Other

1.00
1.09 (0.07)
0.79 (0.12)

1.00
0.73 (0.13)**
0.46 (0.23)**

Religion
Catholic (ref)
Protestant
Other

1.00
1.02 (0.04)
0.96 (0.08)

1.00
0.87 (0.07)*
0.83 (0.17)

Perceived risk of HIV
No chance at all (ref)
Small chance
Moderate chance
Great chance

1.00
1.34 (0.05)**
1.09 (0.06)
1.16 (0.05)**

1.00
1.86 (0.07)**
1.58 (0.09)**
1.20 (0.09)*

Knew someone in village who died of AIDS
No (ref)
Yes
Does not know

1.00
1.14 (0.03)**
1.13 (0.10)

1.00
1.35 (0.07)**
1.40 (0.17)*

Socioeconomic status
Sexual pressure
Knowledge about AIDS
Transmission myths endorsed
Talked to male relative about HIV/AIDS
Talked to female relative about HIV/AIDS
Sought information about AIDS
Condom use self-efficacy
Abstinence self-efficacy

1.01 (0.02)
1.58 (0.03)**
0.89 (0.02)**
1.13 (0.02)**
1.03 (0.02)
1.03 (0.02)
0.98 (0.02)
1.02 (0.02)
0.94 (0.02)**

1.01 (0.03)
2.11 (0.04)**
0.88 (0.04)**
1.24 (0.04)**
1.04 (0.04)
1.07 (0.03)*
0.98 (0.04)
1.12 (0.04)**
1.01 (0.04)

SCHOOL/COMMUNITY LEVEL
Most important HIV message for youth
Abstinence
Other (ref)

0.85 (0.07)*
1.00

0.90 (0.13)
1.00

Deaths due to AIDS publicly acknowledged
No (ref)
Yes

1.00
0.86 (0.14)

1.00
0.40 (0.32)**

No. of PTA meetings where HIV/AIDS discussed

0.95 (0.04)

1.01 (0.05)

Primary school received PSABH program
No (ref)
Yes
HIV risk from traditional practices
No (ref)
Yes

Analysis
We used discrete-time hazard models to examine associations between selected independent variables and the
dependent variable, age at first intercourse. The discretetime hazard model is often preferable to a continuous time
model when the time units of the dependent variable are
large and the problem of ties is imminent, as in this case
where both age at first sex and age were measured in completed years. Like all event history techniques, discretetime hazard models allow right censoring (the inclusion)
of individuals who have not yet experienced the event in
question (in this case, sexual debut).
The use of a discrete-time hazard model requires that
our unit of analysis be the person-period (i.e., each individual contributes data on each predictor for each time
period, in this case a year) rather than the individual.36,37
After transforming the data accordingly, we had a total of
106,068 observations—51,900 for males and 54,168 for females. The application of this technique required the creation of a series of dummy variables for each individual
indicating whether he or she had experienced sexual intercourse at each time point.
The structure of the data, which has individuals nested
within schools, poses challenges for the application of
standard regression techniques, as the assumption of independence may be violated because of clustering. To deal
with this problem, we employed a multilevel strategy.*
RESULTS
•Descriptive. On average, males and females were similar
in age (14.7 vs. 14.4 years). The full range of ages (from
11–12 to 17) was present in both standards six and seven. The proportion of youth in older age categories was
r

*We specify the model as logit(Pitj )=a0 + S b hChitj + m0j , where logit(Ritj )
h=1

1.00
0.87 (0.07)*

1.00
1.05 (0.10)

1.00
0.76 (0.13)*

is the log odds of pupil i of school j experienching first sex at period
t; a0 is the population mean; chitj are independent variables at the in-

1.00
1.23 (0.17)

dividual or school level; b h(h=1,.....,r) are the corresponding regression
coefficients and r is the number of covariates; and u0j is the random deviation from the population average for school j or school-level random
effect, which is normally distributed with a mean of zero and variance
of su2. Clustering across schools was estimated using the intraclass cor-

HIV risk from social events
No (ref)
Yes

1.00
0.97 (0.09)

1.00
1.00 (0.19)

HIV programs incorporated into festivals
No (ref)
Yes

1.00
1.29 (0.10)**

1.00
1.24 (0.17)

Pupils can get condoms
No (ref)
Yes

1.00
1.02 (0.08)

1.00
0.80 (0.14)

*p<0.05. **p<0.01. Notes: PSABH=Primary School Action for Better Health. PTA=Parent-teacher association.
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social events and activities (e.g., movie nights) in which
youth are not supervised by adults. Finally, we created a dichotomous variable indicating whether any informants reported that community customs increased the risk of HIV
transmission and a similar measure related to social events.

relation r, calculated here as the ratio of the variance at the school level
to the sum of the variances at the individual and school levels. The regression coefficient b can be exponentiated and interpreted as an odds
ratio, such that respondents with a given characteristic have higher odds
of having had sex or had had first sex at an earlier age (compared to
those in the reference category) if expb >1. Conversely, expb <1 indicates
lower odds of having had first sex or having had a later age at sexual
initiation. (Sources: Raudenbush SW and Bryk AS, Hierarchical Linear
Models: Applications and Data Analysis Methods, Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage
Publications, 2003; Goldstein H, Multilevel Statistical Models, London:
Edward Arnold, 1995; and Callens M and Croux C, The impact of education on third births: a multilevel discrete-time hazard analysis, Journal of
Applied Statistics, 2005, 32(10):1035–1050.)
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